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Inspiring the new generation
With all the concern over
creating a new generation
of STEM-trained workers,
the Gulf Coast has taken
steps to answer the call...

Mississippi

Alabama
Florida

Louisiana
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he inaugural truncated class at the new
National Flight Academy in Pensacola, Fla., was clearly excited about
their hands-on experience. Same, too,
the students who were invited to Infinity Science
Center near Stennis Space Center,to help harvest
a crop of lettuce grown and harvested as they
would in space.
Fun? Yes. Ulterior motive? For sure.
The National Flight Academy and Infinity are
just the latest additions to an uncoordinated but
nonetheless significant effort in the Gulf Coast
region to introduce a new generation to science
and technology in an entertaining, hands-on
fashion. Call it a Disney approach.
The two new learning centers join others museums and attractions in the region: The Air
Force Armament Museum’s Air Armament Institute in Fort Walton Beach, Fla., the Gulf
Coast Exploreum Science Center in Mobile,
Ala., the Audubon Aquarium of the Americas in
New Orleans and Gulfarium in Fort Walton
Beach, Fla., Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola and later this year GulfQuest maritime museum in Mobile.
Patrick Scheuermann, director of Stennis
Space Center, points out that while the centers
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10 universities with main campuses in
the corridor, 5 more with operations
Growth seen in aerospace engineering,
industrial, systems engineering jobs
Alabama School of Math and Science
serves the state’s best and brightest
The CHOISE Career Academy in Fort
Walton Beach is a national model
University of Southern Mississippi a
national leader in polymer science

and attractions from Mississippi to Florida are
not linked together officially, they all target different fields in an effort to interest a new generation in STEM.
“They’re not repetitive; they’re all blended together on what they do distinctly,” he said. “It’s
incumbent upon us to go back and reiterate to
grade school students that none of this is outside
their reach.”
Infinity and the Academy are just the more
high-profile efforts to intrigue students. Other
efforts are taking place in schools and in businesses, and two federal organizations with a
stake in this region also have programs designed
to introduce youth to science, technology, engineering and math.
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The National Flight Academy at Naval Air Station Pensacola, Fla., from the outside gives no hint about what’s
inside. But within the building is a replica of the inside of an aircraft carrier. Students who attend the camp tackle
non-combat missions using science and math skills they learn in school.

All recognize that the United States is falling
further behind in graduating students with degrees in the science and technology fields, and
it’s particularly acute with the retirement of baby
boomers. It’s not just a matter of producing
more scientists, engineers and mathematicians,
but also workers comfortable with the activities
associated with STEM.

Renown astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson,
author of the new book “Space Chronicles: Facing the Ultimate Frontier,” applauds institutions
dedicated to helping transform today’s culture
into one that values science and math.
“In the 21st century, innovations in science
and technology are the foundations of tomorrow's economy,” he said in an NPR interview. “I
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could stand in front of eighth-graders and say,
‘Who wants to be an aerospace engineer so you
can design an airplane 20 percent more fuelefficient than the one your parents flew?’ That
doesn’t usually work. But if I say, ‘Who wants to
be an aerospace engineer to design the airplane
that will navigate the rarefied atmosphere of
Mars?’ because that's where we’re going next,
I’m getting the best students in the class. I’m
looking for life on Mars? I’m getting the best
biologist. I want to study the rocks on Mars? I’m
getting the best geologists.”
The ‘storm’

In September 2011, the Defense Department
released to Congress its annual report on the
nation’s industrial capabilities. It pointed out that
STEM-trained workers are retiring, and replacing them “could be challenging due to declining
interest in STEM as a career field, fewer STEM
college graduates, and poor math and science
proficiency in secondary education.”
Skills like protecting military satellite communications and intelligence payloads, “make the
issue of a declining STEM workforce even more
of a concern for the military space industrial
base.” If lost, it would be costly and time consuming to rebuild.
The National Academies’ report “Rising
Above the Gathering Storm” in 2005 warned
that if education leaders failed to take steps to
improve investments in science and technology,
the United States would continue to slip against
global competition. Five years later, “Rising
Above the Gathering Storm, Revisited: Rapidly
Approaching Category 5,” found the nation had
slipped further.
The United States ranks 48th in quality of
mathematics and science education, 27th among
developed nations in the proportion of college
students receiving undergraduate degrees in science or engineering, 20th in high school completion rate and 16th in college completion rate
among industrialized nations. Even worse, U.S.
students recently finished 25th in math and 17th

in science in the ranking of 31 countries by the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development.
Those numbers are more foreboding in light
of the projection that 60 percent of the new jobs
that will open in the 21st century will require
skills possessed by only 20 percent of the current
workforce. The U.S. may be short as many as
three million high-skills workers by 2018.
Two-thirds of those jobs will require at least
some post-secondary education. American universities, however, only award about a third of
the bachelor’s degrees in science and engineering
compared to Asian universities. Worldwide, the
United States ranks 17th in the number of science degrees it awards.
The need

During the September 2011 Aerospace Alliance Symposium in Sandestin, Fla., industry officials praised the Gulf Coast region’s cost of doing business and business-friendly attitude, but
said one of the best ways to help ensure the region’s future role in aerospace was to prepare
the future workforce.
“The question is always, where’s the workforce
coming from, and I can’t stress enough this idea
of you’ve got to have world-class public education in this region and a real strong concentration on STEM,” said David Trent, site manager
of the Airbus Engineering Center in Mobile, Ala.
“We suspect over the next 20 years that there
will be a demand for procurement of almost
26,000 new commercial aircraft in the world,”
said Trent, who said the company was attracted
to the region because of the infrastructure but
did bring in many engineers. Trent thinks it’s
important to reach children as early as the 5th
grade about the value of a STEM, and the financial rewards.
J.R. McDonald, vice president of Lockheed
Martin’s Northwest Florida operations, said his
company has a current and future need for people with science and technology degrees. It hires
5 percent of every engineering and technical stu-
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dent that graduates in the United States, up to
5,000 per year. Lockheed puts a lot of money
and effort into supporting science, technology,
engineering and math programs, even down to
middle school level to encourage students to enter the field.
Just a cursory look at company activities in this
region indicates the concern of Trent and
McDonald is well-founded. Consider this:
In Moss Point, Miss., Northrop Grumman
employees do intricate electronics finishing work
on Fire Scout unmanned aerial vehicles, and central fuselage work on variants of the Global
Hawk UAV.
In Ellisville, Miss., near Hattiesburg, GE Aviation will be building a plant to supply engine
parts. The company also operates the GE Batesville Composites Operation, where 20 percent of
the workers hold degrees.
In Mobile, Ala., Brookley Aeroplex is home to
the 1,500-worker ST Mobile Aerospace, which
performs aircraft maintenance and major aircraft
modifications on a wide range of aircraft.
Nearby, Airbus North American Engineering
Center performs design work. Teledyne Continental Motors employs about 450 workers in the
manufacture of piston engines, components and
ignition systems for general aviation.
In Foley, Ala., Goodrich Aerospace’s 730 employees provide build, repair and overhaul parts.
It’s expected to become a part of industry giant
United Technologies.
In Pensacola, Fla., is the Florida Institute for
Human and Machine Cognition. Since 1990 it
has earned worldwide attention for its robots,
artificial intelligence and novel, next generation
technology created by its leading researchers.
The University of Florida’s Research and Engineering Education Facility (REEF) near Fort
Walton Beach, Fla., focuses on developing micro
air vehicles equipped with nano-sensors and assisting on other U.S. Air Force research needs.
At Stennis Space Center, 34 percent of the
workforce has scientific/technical skills, 24 percent have business/professional, 22 percent

GulfQuest illustration

Mobile, Ala’s planned GulfQuest along the Mobile
River will have within its walls a replica of a cargo ship.
Exhibits will be designed to make learning about shipping and the Gulf of Mexico fun.

have skills in technical/crafts/production, 6 percent are clerical and 14 percent “other.” The
education level is also high: 5 percent have doctorates, 16 percent masters, 33 percent bachelors
and 11 percent associates. There are another 15
percent with “some college” and 19 percent with
high school diplomas.
At SSC, STEM needs go beyond NASA. It’s
home to a large concentration of oceanographers, meteorologists and marine scientists. Tenant agencies like the Navy, NOAA, EPA, Department of Homeland Security and more are
technology driven.
The Department of Defense runs several major defense laboratories in the region at Stennis
Space Center, Miss., Eglin Air Force Base, Fla.,
Tyndall Air Force Base, Fla., the Naval Surface
Warfare Center Panama City, Fla., and Corry
Station, Fla.
Heeding the call

Some see the national problem as an opportunity for the region to single itself out as a place
that embraces STEM. Indeed, the combined efforts of the local schools, states and federal outreach programs are reaching hundreds of teachers and many times more students. And while
more can always be done, it’s a substantial start.
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The four states with a piece of the I-10 region
can boast world-class research institutions and
university programs, and the I-10 region itself
has vocational training centers, public and private schools, museums and education centers
dedicated to improving the knowledge of science, technology, engineering and math from
elementary-aged to college-aged youth.
David Goetsch, former vice president of
Northwest Florida State College and currently
president of the Okaloosa County Economic
Development Council, takes pride over the region’s commitment to training in aerospace and
aviation careers starts early. Boys and girls at the
high school-level or even earlier can begin focusing on STEM at museums, academies and in
middle school and high school programs.
“There are numerous opportunities for aerospace industry training in our region,” said
Goetsch, who also serves as chairman of the
state military defense task force.
Those opportunities span the region with Fort
Walton Beach High School’s Aviation Academy
in Florida to Aviation Academies at Daphne
High School and Spanish Fort High School in
Alabama and Mississippi’s Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics Applications program for 9th grade students.
Gaining national acclaim is the CHOICE Career Academy developed in Fort Walton Beach,
which has served as a model. Its curriculum allows students to engage in hands-on, real-world
projects in science and math. The rigorous
course work and training provides students the
opportunity to simultaneously achieve high
school credit, college credit and industryrecognized certification.
Largely because of the success of CHOICE,
the Okaloosa County School District in Florida
was awarded $400,000 from the state to add a
new STEMM Middle School in Valparaiso. The
Valparaiso middle school is referred to as
STEMM because local educators decided to tie
medical studies in to the program.
The school will open in August with a class of
sixth-graders who have shown math and science

talent in elementary school. Additional grades
will be added each year. The STEMM Center
also will feature a teacher training center, the
district’s Engineer’s For America Program and
various labs established by outside companies.
“Gov. Rick Scott said that he was a proponent
of (STEM), and he put his money where his
mouth is,” says Shawnea Tallman, who is in
charge of the school district’s science curriculum. “I’m so excited about this. I think it’s just
going to allow us to do a better job.”
Like Florida, Mississippi also has developed a
number of programs to prepare students for
STEM occupations. Its Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics Applications for
9th grade students teaches them technology literacy, the design process, emerging technologies,
computer‐aided design, sustainable design and
technology, power and energy, robotics simulation, financial and economic literacy, and workplace skills for the 21st century.
The MDE’s Office of Career and Technical
Education has two career pathways that lead to
STEM occupations: engineering and polymer
science. There are 21 engineering program areas
and nine for polymer science. They are offered
in grades 10 through 12 at career and technical
centers throughout Mississippi. The curriculum
is written to industry standards to ensure the
content taught and equipment used is relevant.
In the Hancock County School District, a
STEM program was put in place last year that
requires every 9th grader to go through training
in engineering, robotics and polymer science.
More than 300 students completed the program
last year and this year more than 300 additional
students are taking the STEM-related classes.
“STEM education is very important to the future of Mississippi,” said Kendra L. Taylor, program supervisor for Technology Education and
STEM Cluster, Mississippi Department of Education. “Introducing students to STEM occupations will ensure a future workforce that can
compete globally.”
Role of higher education
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Those students, when they graduate from high
school, have ample higher-learning options.
Ten universities have their campuses in the I10 region, while another five have some type of
operation in the region. Many of them work together in cooperative research programs, and all
are involved in distance learning endeavors. Five
with campuses or operations here are among the
most research intensive in the nation.
The Mississippi State University’s National
Science Foundation Engineering Research Center in Starkeville offers bachelor’s, master’s and
doctoral degrees in aerospace engineering. The
university is also the home of Raspet Flight
Laboratory, which specializes in the design and
testing of materials to support rapid prototyping
for lighter weight aircraft.
The University of Southern Mississippi in Hattiesburg is a national leader in the area of polymer science with is Polymer Research Institute.
It worked closely with GE Aviation on developing the polymer parts, a factor in the company’s
decision in 2008 to open a plant in Batesville.
“This is a textbook example of how state government linked with its universities can team
with private industry to create sophisticated
manufacturing technologies and products with
global impact,” said David Joyce, president and
CEO of GE Aviation at the facility’s opening a
few years ago. “Mississippi government and education leaders have been key in making this GE
facility a reality.”
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College is
among the top associate degree producers in
STEM programs in the United States, earning
recognition by the Aspen Institute College Excellence Program as one of the top 120 community colleges in the country.
In operation for a century, the community college works closely with industry on its engineering and science programs, as well as various
technical programs in electrical, machine tool,
instrumentation and drafting.
The school works closely with economic development officials and businesses, aerospace

Did you know?
•

•

•
•

•

•

U.S. students recently finished 25th in math and
17th in science in the ranking of 31 countries by
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development.
Women currently constitute 48 percent of the U.S.
workforce but hold just 24 percent of the U.S. jobs
in STEM.
Fewer than 15 percent of American engineers are
women.
60 percent of the new jobs that will open in the
21st century will require skills possessed by only 20
percent of the current workforce. The U.S. may be
short as many as three million high-skills workers
by 2018. Two-thirds of those jobs will require at
least some post-secondary education. American
universities, however, only award about a third of
the bachelor’s degrees in science and engineering
as Asian universities. Worldwide, the United States
ranks 17th in the number of science degrees it
awards.
The competitive edge of the U.S. economy has
eroded sharply over the last decade, according to a
new study by a non-partisan research group. The
report found that the U.S. ranked sixth among 40
countries and regions, based on 16 indicators of
innovation and competitiveness. They included
venture capital investment, scientific research,
spending on research, and educational achievement. The prestigious World Economic Forum
ranks the U.S. as No. 48 in quality of math and science education.
25 years ago, the U.S. led the world in high school
and college graduation rates. Today, the U.S. has
dropped to 20th and 16th.

Source: National Math + Science Initiative, Dallas, Texas, nationalmathandscience.org

and otherwise, to ensure they have the workers
they need. MGCCC does programs tailor-made
to meet the needs of specific companies. It assisted Northrop Grumman when it was developing its UAV center in Moss Point by providing
the company with a full-time, onsite workforce
trainer dedicated to quality assurance, lean
manufacturing and new hire orientation.
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Universities
Institution

Main campus

Research intensity

New Orleans, LA

Bac/A&S

Tallahassee, FL (Panama City)

RU/VH

Louisiana State University and A&M College

Baton Rouge, LA

RU/VH

Loyola University New Orleans

New Orleans, LA

Master’s L

LSU-Health Sciences Center

New Orleans, LA

Spec/Med

Mississippi State University

Starkville, MS (SSC, Biloxi)

RU/VH

Southern University and A&M College

Baton Rouge, LA

Master’s L

Southern University New Orleans

New Orleans, LA

Master’s M

Tulane University

New Orleans, LA

RU/VH

Gainesville, FL (Shalimar)

RU/VH

University of Mississippi

Oxford, MS (SSC)

RU/H

University of New Orleans

New Orleans, LA

RU/H

Mobile, AL

RU/H

Hattiesburg, MS (Long Beach, others)

RU/H

Pensacola, FL

RU/H

New Orleans, LA

Bac/A&S

Dillard University
Florida State University

University of Florida

University of South Alabama
University of Southern Mississippi
University of West Florida
Xavier University

In Alabama, the Aviation Center at Brookley
Aeroplex in Mobile, has trained people for highskill, high-wage jobs since 1976. It boats a 9,000foot runway and has worked closely with state
economic development leaders since 1986 to
attract aerospace companies.
In Northwest Florida, the University of Florida’s Research and Engineering Education Facility (REEF) provides master’s and doctoral degrees and numerous certificate programs in aerospace, computer, electrical, industrial, mechanical and systems engineering.
In addition, the University of West Florida
offers engineering, electronics and computer
degrees that all support the aerospace industry.
All of the state colleges in Northwest Florida

offer the first two years of an aerospace engineering degree that can be completed at several
major Florida state universities.
The numbers for Northwest Florida show why
that’s so important. A key driver of Northwest
Florida’s economy is the large and growing aerospace and defense sector that accounts for up to
37,000 private sector and non-military government employees. Combined with the enlisted
personnel from the area’s seven military installations, the industry boasts a workforce of approximately 70,000.
In fact, a 2008 study by SRI International
“Florida’s Great Northwest A&D Cluster”
found that the Fort Walton Beach-CrestviewDestin area has the third highest concentration
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Science and learning centers
Site name

Location

Focus area

Stennis Space Center, MS

Earth and space science

National Museum of Naval Aviation

Pensacola, FL

naval aviation

National Flight Academy

Pensacola, FL

hands-on learning camp

Gulf Coast Exploreum Science Center

Mobile, AL

shipping and the Gulf of Mexico

Air Force Armament Museum

Shalimar, FL

aerial weaponry

Infinity Science Center

of aerospace engineers in the nation, edging out
San Jose and Los Angeles and behind only
Huntsville, Ala., and Melbourne, Fla.
Goetsch explains that supporting the industry’s education and workforce development
needs are his institution’s top priority.
“Few partnerships are so essential to the ongoing success of each partner as those established
between educational institutions and businesses,” said Goetsch. “Businesses depend on
education to provide their employees, supervisors, and leaders what they need in order to succeed in a competitive marketplace. Businesses
also depend on educational institutions for much
of the retraining and upgrading necessary to
keep their employees, supervisors, and managers
current and competitive. Educational institutions, in turn, depend on businesses to help keep
faculty and courses up to date, to provide competent part-time instructors and program advisors, and to provide financial resources.”

“Encouraging students to pursue STEM disciplines is so very important. It offers students
exciting job opportunities,” Leland Melvin,
NASA’s associate administrator for education,
said in a November 16, 2011 release. “For
NASA and the nation, building the STEM pipeline will ensure that we have a robust, high-tech
workforce for the future.”
NASA’s 10 centers reached a combined 9,977
educators and served 105,812 students through
2,939 programs between January 1, 2011 and
November 11, 2011. At Stennis Space Center
alone, between Jan. 1, 2011 and Nov. 11, 2011,
nearly 1,000 educators and 10,000 students were
served through 168 programs.
“STEM is very important,” said Katie Wallace,
education director at NASA SSC, who has read
the studies and is concerned about it.
In addition to its own outreach, NASA supports programs of others. One of the best
known is the FIRST program for middle and
high school students. FIRST, or For Inspiration
and Recognition of Science and Technology, was
Federal outreach
It’s not just the states and local areas that are founded in 1989 by inventor Dean Kamen.
South Mississippi students have regularly parresponding to the need. For NASA and the
Navy, ensuring there’s a pool of talent versed in ticipated. Gulfport High School Technology
Center’s Team Fusion was the first team in the
STEM is crucial, and both agencies have prostate and every year involves about 30 students.
grams to pique the interest of the next generaToday,
13 teams from Mississippi compete along
tion of workers. The National Aeronautics and
with teams from across the nation.
Space Administration, with a center at Stennis
A Brandeis University study compared FIRST
Space Center (SSC) and the Department of the
Navy, with operations across the Gulf Coast, are robotics competitors with non-FIRST students
with similar academic background and found
reaching students through several programs.
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FIRST students more than three times as likely
to major in engineering and 10 times as likely to
have had an apprenticeship, internship or co-op
job in their freshman year, and more than twice
as likely to expect to pursue a career in science
and technology.
The Navy, too, needs a STEM workforce.
One academic outreach, “Mission Ocean,” is
being offered in Mississippi during the 20122013 school year. The year-long submarinerelated science curriculum was developed by
Purdue University and focuses on science activities in a simulated submarine control room.
Like FIRST, participation in the Mission
Ocean program has produced statistically significant improvement in standardized test scores in
the content areas of science, mathematics and
social studies, according to officials.
Another program, SeaPerch, focuses on robotics. Sponsored by the Office of Naval Research
and managed by the Association for Unmanned
Vehicle Systems International Foundation, its
goal is to find the next generation of naval architects, marine engineers, naval engineers and
ocean engineers, priorities for the Navy.
SeaPerch trains educators to teach their students how to build an underwater Remotely Operated Vehicle (ROV). Students build the ROV
from a kit of low-cost parts, following a curriculum that teaches basic engineering and science
concepts with a marine engineering theme.
The training of teachers is done at no cost to
the school district. They participate in a two-day
program that carries continuing education or
professional development credits.
It’s the training of teachers that is a key component of NASA SSC’s outreach, officials said.
NASA SSC’s educator resource center specializes in providing training to teachers through 25
to 75 credit-bearing workshops per year. Wallace
estimates that NASA SSC reaches between 600
and 1,200 teachers a year through the workshops. Many of those teachers become advocates and spread the word to other teachers.

Those are the numbers that aren’t tabulated, but
are significant.
“We know that we reach even more than
what’s captured in our numbers,” Wallace said.
More to be done

Florida’s lawmakers took the extra step during
its Legislative session this year to promote
STEM education. It’s new law requires the State
Board of Education and the Board of Governors that oversee state universities to develop a
unified plan for K-20 that stresses outcomes in
STEM-related fields and to create a report on
the economic outcomes of various baccalaureate
degrees to be submitted with their legislative
budget requests. Among other things, it offers a
$15 million incentive annually to those institutions that are most successful in educating students who earn degrees in and become employed in technology fields.
Florida Senate President Don Gaetz, RNiceville, the former Okaloosa County School
District superintendent, championed the STEM
measure. He points to research that shows during the next 10 years 60 percent of new jobs in
Florida will require STEM skills. However, only
17 percent of degrees granted by Florida universities are in STEM fields.
“We need to tell the truth to families and to
students and provide them with opportunities to
get more relevant degrees relevant to the economy,” Gaetz said during debate on the bill.
“Now if they choose to get a degree in political
science or psychology or poetry that’s fine, but
we ought to tell them the truth about their
chances of getting a job.”
However, many business and education leaders demand that more be done when it comes to
preparing and recruiting people to work in aerospace-related fields. Government budget tightening during the current economic malaise has
forced some cutbacks at state colleges and universities. The University of West Florida and
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College
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would both like to add aerospace engineering
degrees to their programs, for instance.
Rick Harper points to a recent UWF Haas
Center for Business Research study that analyzed
education gaps that need to be plugged. Harper
heads the center as West Florida’s Office of
Economic Development and Engagement executive director. It found 12 percent of its students expressing interest in STEM programs and
job growth in aerospace engineering.
However, local Northwest Florida colleges and
universities do not have programs in this area;
thus the workers have to come from other parts
of the region, state or the nation,” he says.

Tad Ihns, founder and CEO of Avalex Technologies in Gulf Breeze, Fla., appreciates all the
efforts made to educate and train local workers.
However, he would also like for economic development organizations to assist aerospace
companies like his attract more electrical and
software engineers from outside the area.
“We need to have a concentrated effort to recruit talented, young workers that we need in the
area to fuel growth and high-wage jobs in our
aerospace and high-tech fields,” he says.
▫▫▫
1

“Florida’s Great Northwest A&D Cluster.” SRI International. 2008.

The flight academy

O

ne of the Gulf Coast’s educational centers nurturing future scientists and engineers is the National Flight Academy
at the National Naval Aviation Museum in Pensacola, Fla.
A century after naval flight began, the program’s first students started boarding a replica
aircraft carrier, “Ambition,” in weeklong sessions during 12 weeks between June 3 and Aug.
31. Tuition is $1,250 for the five-day program
and $600 for the 3-day program.
The students will become engaged in a hightech adventure that blends digital media, virtual
world game play and simulation technologies to
create an interactive, multi-sensory setting where
students solve real world problems in a fastpaced, immersive environment.
The $45 million National Flight Academy facility features 30 networked flight simulators.
That's the most you’ll find outside of the Department of Defense.
In this setting that Disney and Universal Studios helped to create, the young men and

women will be put in cockpits and challenged to
apply principles of science, technology, engineering and math to specific, non-combat missions.
For instance, they must calculate speed, fuel
supply, weight of relief supplies, weather forecasts and other factors while providing post
earthquake relief to a hard-hit country. They
must effectively use their resources to provide
the relief in a limited time and then think fast as
something unexpected happens like finding survivors in the water, so that they have to deviate
from their plan.
In all, the NFA plans to have a dozen compelling, experiential learning scenarios developed
for its young aviators.
“We are on the cutting edge of curriculum design in an immersive environment,” said Pamela
Northrup, the University of West Florida professional studies dean and consultant on the Flight
Academy project. “Students will be engaged the
moment they walk onto the Ambition.”
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